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BY ADAM THORNTON 

LAST month, I examined the Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LDAP) and how it can be used

to keep track of objects within organizations. This month’s
article will focus on LDAP on Linux for S/390, and how you
can begin to implement Acme’s enterprise directory within its
framework.

The initial challenge becomes how to set up a central LDAP
repository and its outlying replicated servers. You must
first install the LDAP services and interfaces on
your machines, configure them to run correctly,
configure LDAP to allow network access
from clients and other servers, and then
create your initial database structure
and begin to populate it. You will
also want to implement the tools
that will allow you to search and
update your directory. This is
clearly quite a lot of work; I will
defer some of the discussion until
future articles, and other topics I will
gloss over completely.

WHERE DO YOU FIND A LINUX
LDAP SERVER?

As with previous articles, assume that this Linux/390 instal-
lation is based on SuSE 7.0 GA. Fortunately, OpenLDAP, an
Open Source implementation of the LDAP protocols, ships
with the distribution. It exists in the “network” section, and
you can find the rpm on CD1 of the SuSE distribution as
suse/n1/openldap.rpm. You can install it using the following:

rpm -q <path-to-mounted-cdrom>/suse/n1/openldap.rpm

You will want several ancillary packages as well. The shared
libraries implementing the LDAP API are in ldaplib.rpm.
There are Python and TCL application programming inter-
faces (APIs), a mechanism to allow the Apache web server to
authenticate via LDAP, a PAM module to allow the system to
authenticate logins via LDAP, and so forth. It is easy to install
these via YaST. These packages are all quite small, and if

your machine will be running OpenLDAP, it will be
worthwhile to install all of them.

There is also a Perl interface to LDAP.
While this interface is not included with

SuSE, it is very handy if you already use
Perl for many system administration
tasks or if you intend to build custom
web interfaces using Perl as your
CGI implementation language. As
an additional bonus, LDAP admin-
istration is the topic of one of the
chapters of the O’Reilly book,

System Administration With Perl,
giving one of the clearest explanations

of LDAP’s role in the enterprise that I
have found. With that in mind, you can

install the module using the following:

perl -MCPAN -e shell;

This incantation will put you into the Comprehensive Perl
Archive Network (CPAN) shell. A full discussion of CPAN is
far beyond the scope of this article series, but the essential
idea is that it functions as a clearinghouse for optional Perl
modules. The shell simply gives you interactive access to
install pieces of Perl functionality that you want. In this case,
what you need to do (after answering the CPAN configuration
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questions, for which the defaults should usually suffice) is simply
to type the following at the cpan> prompt:

install Net::LDAP

This will find the Net::LDAP module, download it, determine
whether you need any supporting packages, and if so, install them
before installing and testing Net::LDAP. Eventually, your screen
should report the following:

/usr/bin/make install — OK
cpan>

Now you simply type “quit”.
At any rate, after performing these steps, you should have

OpenLDAP installed on your Linux system. The basic installation
will give you slapd and slurpd (the standalone and replication
daemons), a default configuration in /etc/openldap, and docu-
mentation, including all relevant RFCs, in /usr/share/doc/
packages/openldap.

CONFIGURING THE LDAP SERVER

Setting up an LDAP site is obviously much more complicated
than I can really address in a single article or even a short series
of articles. There is simply no substitute for the documentation.
In this instance, you can find the required information at
www.openldap.org/doc/admin. That is the OpenLDAP 2.0
Administrator’s Guide, and is an essential resource for anyone
implementing a directory using OpenLDAP.

There are many features provided by OpenLDAP that I will sim-
ply ignore here for lack of space. Among the most significant are
the use of Cyrus SASL to provide strong authentication, and the use
of secure sockets layer (SSL) to provide transport-layer encryption
and security. In a real enterprise, you would certainly want to
provide end-to-end encryption, although whether you should
implement it in LDAP would be open to debate (you might, for
instance, simply use VPN tunneling implemented in your edge
routers). Similarly, you would certainly want to take advantage
of strong authentication features rather than relying on clear
text passwords.

You must determine the most effective way to meet the original
design criteria. You need a server in each location, and you want to
allow people at each OU under O=Acme to update their own infor-
mation. Further, Phoenix (the headquarters of the organization)
should be able to update any part of the tree. The domain name is
acme-widget.com, and each site is named according to its location,
hence phoenix.acme-widget.com, mexicocity.acme-widget.com,
and so forth.

The easiest way to encode what you need is to keep the master
server at the headquarters in Phoenix and to set up satellite
servers in Mexico City, Addis Ababa, and Jiddah as slaves. The
master repository gets replicated to the slaves, ensuring that all
sites have local (read) access to the data. Of course, in this con-
figuration, all changes must take place in Phoenix, which is
rather cumbersome.

While it is certainly possible to make each site a master server for
its own data and replicate that data back to headquarters, it will
become very easy to create a loop in which it is no longer clear who
is master and who is the slave. The most straightforward way to

manage this would be to define a separate slave server for each
satellite office at the Phoenix location, each listening on a different
port. Fortunately, you can reduce the complexity significantly by
turning the problem on its head.

The better option is simply to declare Phoenix the master but to
allow the slaves to propagate updates back to it if their local
information changes. This gives you the benefit of allowing local
management of local data — which stays at each site in case the
network fails — but also ensures that the data is stored elsewhere.
The drawback is that each satellite office now receives updates for
all satellites, which requires more storage. However, even this can
be construed as a benefit: You can still ask questions in Mexico City
about the Addis Ababa location, even if the link between Mexico
City and Phoenix has failed.

First, you must get the master set up correctly. Once Phoenix has
the directory structure and can correctly serve it, you can worry
about replicating it to the slaves.

SETTING UP THE MASTER SERVER

You must specify a few pieces; first, what is the default suffix and
root DN? That is, who has ultimate authority over the database, and
where does that database begin? For example:

suffix = “O=Acme”
rootdn = “CN=Administrator, O=Acme”

There are, of course, many more configuration options. The con-
figuration file /etc/openldap/slapd.conf introduces many of
them, and the rest can be found in the OpenLDAP 2.0
Administrator’s Guide.

One of the more interesting configuration options is index definition.
Essentially, you want to index those attributes that you think will be
common search keys, as indices will speed up those searches
immensely. So, to index by the CN attribute, you would insert a line
similar to the following:

index CN eq,sub,approx

This would allow you to do an indexed search not only by exact
matches (“eq”) but also by substring (“sub”) and approximate
(“approx”) matches.

Setting up appropriate access rights is one of the most difficult
parts of any organization’s LDAP design. Certainly, you do not
want to allow just anyone to update the data in the server. However,
in most cases, users should be able to update most of their own data,
and there needs to be a set of administrative users allowed to update
all data within the directory. You would probably also want to
create a list of access groups so that, for example, Mexico City
administrators could define or delete the record for a Mexico City
printer, but not touch the Addis Ababa setup.

A few of these rules might look like the following; however,
there is a much longer discussion in Chapter 5 of the OpenLDAP
2.0 Administrator’s Guide.
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access to DN=”OU=Phoenix, O=Acme”
by self write
by anonymous auth
by DN=”OU=Phoenix, O=Acme” read

FIGURE 1: DIRECTIVE TO RESTRICT SEARCHES  
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access to *
by self write
by anonymous auth
by * read

This directive would let any authenticated user change his or her
own data, would allow unauthenticated users only to authenticate
themselves, and would let any authenticated user read data (and
therefore search results). If you wanted to restrict searches to only
members of the same first-level OU, you might want to change this
to the directive shown in Figure 1.

SETTING UP THE REPLICATED SERVERS

Now that you have a single instance working, you must set up
your replicated servers. They will receive information from the
Phoenix master and pass updates back to it.

You need to tell the master the names and locations of the servers
that will be receiving its data. You also need to add a binddn directive,
as shown in Figure 2 (which must then have write access on the
slave), so that the master is able to update the slave’s tables. In a
real implementation you would certainly want to make sure that
you were passing correct and secure credentials to the server.

The master in Phoenix will generate a replication logfile that
contains change records. This file is propagated to the slaves as
notification of changes that are to be applied to the replicated repos-
itories. You must specify where your replog file goes, so that you
have the correct information to feed to the slaves:

replog = /var/openldap/replog

Each satellite must have the following specified:

updatedn = “CN=master, O=Acme”

Additonally, DN must have been granted write access to the
LDAP server. This may require modifying your access control
configuration slightly, perhaps by adding the following to each
slave’s slapd.conf:

access to * by DN=”CN=master, O=Acme” write

You could restrict access to certain DN sets by replacing the asterisk
with a more restrictive DN, if you wanted to only receive updates
for your own OU.

For each of the satellite servers you must set your update referral
URL to point to Phoenix, with a line similar to the following:

updateref = phoenix.acme-widget.com

When data is updated, the update will in fact be redirected to the
master server in Phoenix; then the change will be pushed out to
each of the slaves by means of replication.

To start replication, you must shut down the master slapd
instance, copy all the master’s data over to the slaves, restart the
master slapd, and then restart the slaves’ slapd processes. Having
done that, you must start slurpd on the master machine, which
will pump any changed data out to each of the slaves where it
will arrive in the file specified in the replog directive. The slaves
will then apply these changes to their replicated copy of the
LDAP directory.

SUMMARY

Although you have brought up the master and slave LDAP
servers, and defined their interaction and how users can access
them, you have not yet imported data into the LDAP server.
Next month, I will examine LDAP Data Interchange Format
(LDIF) files and how to populate your database with the entities
you define in them. I will also investigate some client tools so
that you can begin to use the database that you have created. See
you then!
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replica host = mexicocity.acme-widget.com
binddn = “CN=master, O=Acme”

replica host = jiddah.acme-widget.com
binddn = “CN=master, O=Acme”

FIGURE 2: A BINDDN DIRECTIVE 


